
Videos for young children: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwqdGgDpz2k 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xvy-_Dayaoc 

Videos for older children: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4EiXCUAmDo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5tr4pqWIo4 

Video for adults : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzTlR_qCHB8     and you can look on Formed.org for more 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5tr4pqWIo4 

 

Pinwheel project directions: 

 
 You will need:  

A new pencil 3-inch pipe cleaner (included in your bag) Paper Pinwheel (included in your 
bag) Scissors Hole punch Glue (something fast drying...glue sticks work) 
 
Instructions:  
1.Cut out the paper pinwheel square. Cut the diagonal lines.2.Glue the corners with the dots to the 
center, one on top of theother. Hold it in place until it's dry.3.Create one hole through the center of the 
pin wheel using a holepunch. Be careful not to crush the pinwheel.4.Twist the pipe cleaner around the 
pencil top.Make sure it's tight.5.Put the pipe cleaner through the pinwheel’s center.6.Wrap the end of 
the pipe cleaner around itselfmaking a ball, but leave space to allow thepinwheel to spin.7.Now give it a 
blow!8.OPTIONAL: Cut out and **glue the firey dove ** to one of the pinwheel peddles.(Adding the 
dove may make the pinwheel too heavy to spin. You may prefer to sip that part and simply have your 
child glue the dove midway down the stick)  
 
 
PROJECT for the month: 
 

1. Discuss with your family:  How can I/we bring the peace of Christ into the world this 

summer? 

2. Each child chooses a realistic action for the summer and writes it on the back of the 

orange flame that is in the Goody Bag  (make sure you write it down someplace at home 

too as a reminder of your promise—maybe trace the flame onto another piece of paper 

and post on your family calendar, refrigerator, etc.) 

3. Bring it to 9:30 am Mass on Pentecost (June 5). We will have a poster to attach the 

flames—a Happy Birthday gift to the Church! 

4. Parents and other family members can also make a commitment and bring it to Mass—

more flames are available in the Faith Formation office or you can trace the flame on any 

color paper, cut it out and write your idea on one side 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwqdGgDpz2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4EiXCUAmDo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzTlR_qCHB8


  

  

 


